
Welcome and Introduction

Welcome to Luumi Events Inc. We are thrilled to provide a platform for talented artists like you
to showcase your work. As event and gallery curators, we believe that artists play a crucial role
in creating unforgettable experiences for our guests. Your artwork has the power to light up the
gallery space and captivate the audience, making each event a unique and immersive artistic
journey.

How to Apply

If you're an artist seeking to showcase your art with us, we've made the application process
simple and straightforward. Please fill out the following form to provide us with the necessary
information:

● First and last name
● Official artist name
● Mediums or media you work with
● Artist statement or a brief description of yourself as an artist (PDF only)
● Upload samples of your previous artwork
● To get a sense of you as an artist, we may request the final artworks showcased to be

sent to us via WeTransfer. Rest assured that we handle all submitted artwork with the
utmost care and respect. Your digital art will only be used for curation and showcasing
purposes.

Additional Information for Artists

We understand that as an artist, you may have specific requirements or preferences. Here are
some additional questions and requests that will help us accommodate your needs:

Do you require a projector? We can provide one for your artwork if needed.
What is your email address? This will be our primary mode of communication.
Are you based in Montreal? As of now, our events take place exclusively in Montreal.
What is your phone number? We may need to reach out to you for further discussion.
Additionally, please indicate your availability from the provided list of Saturdays. We will
consider your availability while curating our events.

Compensation for Artists

At Luumi Events, we value artists and their contributions. We offer a fair compensation system
based on the number of guests you bring to our events. Furthermore, we provide you with the
opportunity to showcase your artwork freely, ensuring maximum exposure and visibility. If
required, we can also supply a projector to enhance the presentation of your work.



How to Apply (For Those Unsure)

If you're unfamiliar with the application process or have any doubts, we are here to assist you.
Please reach out to us at info@luumi.ca, and our team will be more than happy to guide you
through the application and answer any questions you may have.

Conclusion

We are dedicated to creating an inclusive and vibrant art community at Luumi Events. Our
selection process is based on various factors, including your artistic style, experience, the
quality of your application, and your artistic and technical skill background. We strive to curate
events that resonate with our audience and provide a platform for talented artists like you to
shine.

We look forward to receiving your application and exploring the possibility of showcasing your
incredible artwork at our upcoming events. Together, let's create unforgettable experiences that
celebrate art and inspire creativity.


